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Abstract: In order to solve two problems with the traditional optimization method of steel reinforced
high strength high performance concrete (SRHPC) frame structures, a fuzzy mathematics and
performance-based optimization method for the life-cycle cost of SRHPC frame structures is proposed.
In the optimization program, quantitative seismic performance indicators of SRHPC frame structures
are determined according to the experimental results of SRHPC columns. Furthermore, by considering
the fuzzy reliability of structures under each performance level, the life-cycle optimization model
of SRHPC frame structures can be established. In order to solve the problem of too many variables
and constraints in the optimization process, a two-step optimization method is proposed. Finally, an
optimization example is carried out through the MATLAB program to demonstrate the feasibility of
this model.
Keywords: steel reinforced high strength high performance concrete frame columns; life-cycle
cost model; fuzzy mathematics; fuzziness reliability; optimization method

1. Introduction
In recent years, the application of cost-effectiveness criteria in the building sector has become
more extensive; for example, Iannaccone and Masera [1,2] developed external insulation prefabricated
panels based on cost-effectiveness criteria to reduce energy consumption in the process of building
use. However, they only considered the costs and benefits of the structure from the aspect of energy;
the seismic performance of the structure was not taken into account.
A structural optimization design method based on cost-effectiveness criteria with consideration
of seismic performance has been widely applied in the design of steel structures [3–7] and reinforced
concrete structures [8–10]. In addition, the optimal design method of steel-concrete composite elements
and structures has been studied by some researchers [11–15]. However, there are two problems
with these optimization methods: (1) they only consider the initial cost of the structures as the
optimization objective, leading to poor structural performance and poor ability to resist natural
disasters; and (2) there are too many optimization variables and constraints in the optimization
program, leading to a complicated optimization process.
Reinforced concrete (RC) is widely applied in the building sector and, with the development
of science and technology, many new concrete and structural forms have appeared (for example,
fiber-reinforced concrete, high strength, high performance concrete, etc.). Steel is combined with
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high strength, high performance concrete to form steel reinforced high strength high performance
concrete (SRHPC) composite structures [16,17]. As a kind of steel-concrete composite structure,
SRHPC composite structures can make full use of the excellent mechanical properties and durability of
high-performance concrete and enhance the cooperative working ability of steel and concrete [18–20].
Compared with RC structures, SRHPC structures have high bearing capacity, stiffness, and ductility.
When the bearing capacity is equal, the section size of the SRHPC structural member is smaller, thus
the overall material cost can be reduced. Although numerous SRHPC structures have been erected
worldwide over the past few decades, the research and application of the optimization design of
SRHSC structures is relatively scarce, which often leads to poor structural seismic performance and
the waste of materials. Thus, a more efficient design optimization framework for SRHPC buildings
is required.
Based on fuzzy mathematics, this paper puts forward a fuzzy theory and performance-based
optimization method for the life-cycle cost of SRHPC frame structures to solve the problems
discussed above. The specific research methods are as follows: (1) according to the seismic test
results of the SRHPC frame columns of our research group and other researchers, the quantitative
seismic performance indicators of SRHPC frame structures were determined. Based on this, the
performance-based seismic design method was introduced into the structural optimization program;
(2) Considering the fuzzy reliability of structures under each performance level, the fuzzy mathematics
theory was introduced into the Monte Carlo method to establish the fuzzy reliability calculation method
of the SRHPC frame structures; (3) Considering the fuzziness of the seismic response spectrum, a fuzzy
seismic response spectrum was established, and used as the basis for the calculations of the seismic
effect and reliability of the structure; (4) The reliability calculation was simplified with the explicit
function of inter-story drift, and then structural fuzzy reliability calculation for different performance
levels were achieved. Thereby, the fuzzy theory and performance-based life-cycle optimization model
of SRHPC frame structures was established.
2. Experimental Study on Seismic Performance of SRHPC Frame Columns
Should engineers only consider the initial cost as the optimization objective, a lowest level design
scheme that meets the requirements of the specification will be obtained. This scheme would not take
long-term economic and social benefits into account, which decreases the ability of the structure to
resist natural disasters and is likely to cause significant losses. Thus, a performance-based seismic
design method was introduced into the optimization method of SRHPC frame structures to effectively
solve the problem mentioned above. However, to combine the performance-based seismic design
method with the optimization method of SRHPC frame structures, the following work needed to be
undertaken: first, the performance objectives of the SRHPC frame needed to be set; and second, it was
necessary to select and quantify appropriate performance indicators.
2.1. Determination of Performance Objectives
The determination of performance objectives was the key to the performance-based seismic design
method. The seismic performance objectives referred to the maximum structural damage expected
when the structure was subjected to an earthquake. In this article, the performance objectives were
determined as per Chinese seismic design specifications [21], as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Structural seismic objective performance in China’s seismic code.
Performance Levels
Seismic risk level

Frequent earthquake
Occasional earthquake
Rare earthquake

No Damage

Repairable

No Collapse

1
2
3

—
1
2

—
—
1

1: First level of seismic fortification target; 2: Second level of seismic fortification target; 3: Third level of seismic
fortification target; —: unacceptable seismic fortification target.
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2.2. The Selection of a Performance Index
Once the performance objectives of the SRHPC framework were determined, a suitable
performance index was chosen to describe the performance of the structure. The performance indices
commonly used are a deformation index (such as inter-story drift); an energy index (such as the
McCabe-Hall index); or a double index of deformation and energy (such as the Park-Ang index) [22].
The Chinese seismic design specifications [21] adopted inter-story drift to describe the three-level
fortification standard, i.e., “no damage from a small earthquake, repairable after a medium earthquake,
non-collapse after a severe earthquake”. Other standards, such as FEMA273, also adopted inter-story
drift to define the performance level of the structure. For the above reasons, inter-story drift was
selected as the performance index in the performance-based seismic optimization design of SRHPC
frame structures.
2.3. Quantization of SRHPC Framework Seismic Performance Index
It was essential to quantify the seismic performance index for the optimization design of SRHPC
frame structures. However, SRHPC frame structures are a new type of structure system and little
research has been undertaken on its deformation ability, there is no corresponding standard or literature
providing a quantization value of the inter-story drift of the SRHPC frame structures. Thus, to obtain
the quantitative seismic performance indices, the test data of the SRHPC frame columns of our team
and other researchers were analyzed and satisficed [23]. The results of the drift angle range under
different failure patterns of the SRHPC columns are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The distribution value of inter-story drift of steel reinforced high strength high performance
concrete (SRHPC) frame columns under different failure patterns.
Failure Patterns
Failure Stage
component cracking
component yielded
ultimate load
component failure

Bending Failure

Shear Bond Failure

Shear Diagonal Compression Failure

I

m

I

m

I

m

[1/300, 1/190]
[1/160, 1/115]
[1/108, 1/60]
[1/55, 1/32]

1/242
1/141
1/78
1/39

[1/205, 1/101]
[1/115, 1/78]
[1/83, 1/51]
[1/38, 1/21]

1/151
1/110
1/63
1/30

[1/135, 1/110]
[1/90, 1/60]
[1/59, 1/31]
[1/25, 1/18]

1/123
1/71
1/35
1/21

I: The distribution value of story drift angle; m: The mean value of story drift angle.

2.3.1. The Performance Index Quantization of SRHPC Frame Structures
Based on the results shown in Table 2 and certain adjustment principles, the inter-story drift
of SRHPC frame columns was adjusted to obtain the quantization value for the different seismic
performance levels. The adjustment principles are as follows: (1) at the “no damage” performance level,
the columns of the SRHPC frame structures should be crackless, and the allowable cracking degree of
the infilled wall and the damage of non-structural components should be taken into consideration;
(2) under the “repairable” performance level, the tensile reinforcement is yielded, the cover concrete
of the frame columns partially spalls off, and core concrete does not crush; the shear crack width is
less than 2 mm, and the residual deformation is no more than 1/400 [24]; (3) at the “serious damage”
performance level, the building is on the edge of collapse. Therefore, protecting safety must be
recognized as the main goal, and all factors that threaten safety should be considered.
Based on the discussion above, the seismic performance objectives of SRHPC frame structures
and corresponding quantitative values were obtained and are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. The quantitative value for seismic performance objectives of SRHPC frame structures.
Earthquake Intensity

Minor Earthquake

Medium Earthquake

Major Earthquake

performance level
economic acceptability for renovation of building
safety
threshold for story drift angle

no damage
complete acceptance
safe
1/450

repairable
acceptable
safe
1/135

no collapse
unacceptable
life safe
1/50

3. Performance-Based Optimization Model for the Life-Cycle Cost of SRHPC Frame Structures
3.1. Performance-Based Life-Cycle SRHPC Frame Optimization Mathematical Model
The total cost of the structure over the life-cycle consists of three parts: (1) the initial cost of the
structure; (2) the cost of structural inspection and repair; and (3) the expected loss of the structure.
In general, the cost of the structural inspection and repair in the structural optimization design stage
were not considered, but after the optimal design was established, we selected reasonable repair
methods and maintenance time. As the cost of the structural inspection and repair is influenced
by many factors such as the materials, methods, time interval of the inspection and the methods of
maintenance and repair, this can make it difficult to determine cost in the design stage. Therefore, only
the initial cost and the expected loss of the structure were considered in the optimization design stage.
The aim of the performance-based seismic design was an economically feasible design method
pursued through optimizing the life-cycle cost. Therefore, based on the seismic optimization model that
Cheng and Li [25] put forward (discussed above), and taking into consideration the fuzziness existing in
seismic analysis and the structural failure of SRHPC frame structures, a fuzzy- and performance-based
life-cycle cost optimization model of the SRHPC frame structures was developed. The model is shown
as follows:
The design variables that needed to be solved are shown in Equation (1):
X = { x1 , x2 , · · ·, xn } T , X ∈ R.

(1)

The optimization object function is shown in Equation (2):
np

MinW ( X ) = α1 C0 ( X ) + α2 ∑ C f i Pef i ( X ).

(2)

i =1

Optimization constraints are shown in Equations (3)–(5):
h i
Pef i ( X ) ≤ Pf i , i = 1, ..., n p

(3)

g j ( X ) = 0, j = 1, 2, ..., p

(4)

hk ( X ) ≤ 0, k = 1, 2, ..., q.

(5)

In the literature, the range of the ratio of the failure loss expectation to the initial cost of the
structure under different damage levels is recommended [26]. In this paper, the mean values of the
ratio ranges of each damage level were taken as the parameter to calculate the failure loss expectation
and are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. The ratio of the failure loss expectation to the initial cost of the structure at different
damage levels.
Damage Degree

Intact

Slight

Moderate

Extensive

Collapse

Ratio

0.02

0.105

0.3

0.7

1.0
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In Equation (2), α1 and α2 are weighted coefficients used to reflect the importance of different
structures. With the decrease of α1 , α2 becomes larger, which means that the loss caused by structural
failure is also larger and the structure is more important. By comparing the reliability of the SRHRC
frame structure with the different weight coefficients shown in Section 5.2, it can be seen that the
structure reliability index is stable when the weight coefficient α1 is [0.4, 0.6]. Therefore, the weighting
factors α1 = 0.4, α2 = 0.6 were recommended for the SRHPC frame structures.
3.2. The Calculation Method of SRHPC Frame Structure’s Optimization in Stages
A reasonable design result of the SRHPC frame structure was obtained by using the method
proposed in the Chinese seismic design specifications before optimization. Meanwhile, by considering
the fact that concrete strength grade and steel yield strength were identified before design, and
the change in longitudinal bars has little effect on the seismic performance of SRHPC frame
structures, the parameters mentioned above were taken as the constants, and the beam, column
section size, and steel section size were taken as optimization variables of the optimization model.
In summary, the optimization design variables of the life-cycle optimization model of the SRHPC
frame structures are:
"
#
af
af
af
af
bij,c hij,c bij,b hij,b bij,c bij,b tij,c tij,b
.
(6)
X=
w
w
w
w
sv
sv
sv
sv
hij,c
hij,b
tij,c
tij,b
dij,c
dij,b
sij,c
sij,b
In order to simplify the optimization process and effectively control the number of design variables
and constraints, the optimization process was divided into two stages:
3.2.1. The First Optimization Stage under a Minor Earthquake
1.

Design Variables

In the first stage, in order to minimize the sum of the initial cost of the structure and the expected
loss at the “no damage” performance level, the beams, column section size, section area of section
steel, and stirrup’s reinforcement ratio of beam and column were optimized at this stage. Due to the
influence of the height of beams and columns being greater than that of width on structural seismic
behavior, this paper only takes the height of the section as one design variable, and the width of the
section was determined by its aspect ratio according to standard design requirements. The design
variable vector X in the first optimization stage is shown in Equation (7):
i

a
a
w
w
sv
sv
X = bij,c hij,c hij,b Aij,c
Aij,b
Aij,c
Aij,b
ρij,c
ρij,b
.
2.

(7)

Optimization Objective
The optimization objective in the first stage is shown in Equation (8):
MinW ( X ) = α1 C0 ( X ) + α2 C f s Pef s .

3.

(8)

Constraints
(1) Capacity Constraints
The capacity constraint of the column is shown in Equation (9):
Vij,c

1
≤
γRE

!
sv
Aij,c
0.16
0.58
w
fc b h
+ 0.8 f yv sv h0ij,c +
f a Aij,c + 0.056Nij,c .
λij,c + 1.5 ij,c 0ij,c
sij,c
λij,c

(9)
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The capacity constraint of the beam is shown in Equation (10):
Vij,b

!
sv
Aij,b
1
w
0.06 f c bij,b h0ij,b + 0.8 f yv sv hoij,b + 0.58 f a Aij,b .
≤
γRE
sij,b

(10)

(2) Construction requirements;
(3) The performance requirement under a minor earthquake is shown in Equation (11):
∆si ≤ [∆s].

(11)

(4) The requirements of conceptual design are shown in Equation (12):


c
a
b
a
Ec Iij,c
+ E a Iij,c
≥ 1.4 Eb Iij,b
+ E a Iij,b
.

(12)

3.2.2. The Second Optimization Stage under a Medium or Major Earthquake
1.

Design Variables

Second stage optimization is the detailed optimization of the section size of steel after obtaining
the section size of the beam column and the section area of the steel; the optimization design variable
vector in this stage is shown in Equation (13):
h
i
af
af af af w
w
w
w
X = bij,c bij,b tij,c tij,b hij,c
hij,b
tij,c
tij,b
.
2.

(13)

Objective Function

The sum of failure loss expectation of a structure corresponding to the failure of
“moderate damage” and “severe damage” performance level was the optimization objective in the
second stage. The objective function is shown in Equation (14):
MinW ( X ) = C f m Pef m + C f l Pef l .
3.

(14)

Constraints

(1) Construction requirements;
(2) Ductility constraint of SRHPC frame column.
The frame columns should have good ductility as it gives the structure plastic internal force
redistribution, which gives full play to the ability of each component and prevents brittle failure.
In order to ensure the sufficient ductility of the component, the ductility coefficient of frame column
should meet Equation (15):
µij,c = 65.45( f c )

−0.551



v
ρij,c

0.36

×

Nij,c
c
a
f c Aij,c + f a Aij,c

!−0.665

≥ 3.

(15)

(3) Performance requirements under a medium or major earthquake are shown in Equation (16):
∆mi ≤ [∆m], ∆li ≤ [∆l ].

(16)

Comparing the number of optimization variables in Equations (6), (7), and (13), it can be seen
that for each stage of optimization, the number of optimization variables was reduced. At the same
time, the column ductility constraints and the performance requirements under a medium or major
earthquake do not need to be considered during the first stage of the optimization process, and the
bearing capacity constraint does not need to be considered during the second stage of the optimization
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process. Therefore, the number of constraints in each stage is also reduced, which effectively simplifies
the optimization process.
4. The Calculation of Reliability Based on Fuzzy Mathematics
In traditional reliability analysis theory, the calculation of structural failure probability is from the
perspective of certainty, which is unreasonable due to the definite limit value being used to determine
structural failure and the fuzziness of structure failure being ignored. Therefore, this paper introduced
fuzzy mathematics to calculate fuzzy failure probability, which is needed to solve fuzzy loss expectation
in terms of life-cycle cost and the multi-objective optimization model of SRHPC frame structures.
The performance function to calculate performance-based seismic reliability of SRHPC frame is
Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 269
7 of 19
shown
in Equation (17):
f (u0 , X, P) = u0 − u( X, P),
(17)
f u0 , X , P   u0  u  X , P  ,

(17)

where u0 is the random variable used to express the structural resistance term that represents inter-story
variable
to express
the3; structural
represents
drift,where
whoseustandard
value has
beenused
shown
in Table
u( X, P) isresistance
the loadterm
effectthat
term,
which also
0 is the random
represents
the
story
drift
(only
horizontal
earthquake
action
is
considered
in
this
paper),
where
inter‐story drift, whose standard value has been shown in Table 3; u  X , P  is the load effect term,X is a
random
variable
vector related
todrift
the (only
attribute
of theearthquake
structure itself
component
size,
material
which
also represents
the story
horizontal
action(e.g.,
is considered
in this
paper),
characteristics,
and Pvariable
is a random
relatedoftothe
loading.
where X is etc.)
a random
vector variable
related tovector
the attribute
structure itself (e.g., component
size, material characteristics, etc.) and P is a random variable vector related to loading.

4.1. The Calculation Method of Fuzzy Reliability
4.1. The Calculation Method of Fuzzy Reliability

Among the general set U1 = {u1 , u2 , ..., um }, the membership of every element is definite, which
Among
the general
set U 1belongs
, the membership of every element is definite, which
 u1 , u 2 , 
m  U—or not—is certain. However, due to the natural
means that
whether
an element
to, uset
—ora not—is
However,
due toa the
natural
means thatofwhether
anitself,
element
belongs
characteristics
the thing
many
sets to
doset
notUhave
definitecertain.
boundary
to provide
clear
definition
characteristics
of
the
thing
itself,
many
sets
do
not
have
a
definite
boundary
to
provide
clear
and evaluation standard. This uncertainty is called fuzziness and a subset that has a fuzzya boundary
definition
and
evaluation
standard.
This
uncertainty
is
called
fuzziness
and
a
subset
that
has
a
fuzzy
is called a fuzzy subset. Zadeh (1965) proposed using a value in a closed interval [0, 1] to represent
boundary is called a fuzzy subset. Zadeh (1965) proposed
a value in a closed interval [0, 1] to
e using
the subordinative degree of element ui to fuzzy subset A,
which is called the “membership degree”,
represent the subordinative
degree of element ui to fuzzy subset A , which is called the
e(ui ) and is usually
and expressed
by A
denoted by ui,A . Obviously, the greater ui,A , the higher the
  and is usually denoted by u . Obviously, the greater
“membership
degree”,
and
expressed
by
subordinative degree. When ui,A is equal A
tou1,
i element i belongs to subset
i , A A. In contrast, when u i,A
the0,higher
thei subordinative
degree.
When uAi , Aabsolutely.
is equal to 1,
element
i belongs
subset case
A. of
ui , A ,to
is equal
element
does not belong
to subset
The
general
set is atospecial
fuzzyInset.
contrast, when ui , A is equal to 0, element i does not belong to subset A absolutely. The general set
When
using
traditional
reliability theory to judge the reliability of a structure, the state of the
is a special
case
of fuzzy set.
structure When
jumpsusing
directly
from reliability
reliabilitytheory
to failure,
as the
shown
in Figure
1a. However,
traditional
to judge
reliability
of a structure,
the stateinofpractical
the
structure the
jumps
directly
reliability
to failure,
as shown to
in failure
Figure 1a.
However,
in there
practical
engineering,
process
of afrom
structure’s
state
from reliability
is gradual
and
exists a
engineering,
the
process
of
a
structure’s
state
from
reliability
to
failure
is
gradual
and
there
exists
fuzzy transition state, as shown in Figure 1b, so the deterministic failure criterion is neither scientific
a fuzzy
transition state,
as shown
Figure 1b, so the deterministic failure criterion is neither scientific
nor does
it correspond
to the
actualinengineering.
nor does it correspond to the actual engineering.
R

R

Reliable area R>S

Reliable area

r

1 

Z



2

r

Z  r1

Failure area
Z  r2

Failure area R<S
S

(a)

S

(b)

Figure 1. The working state of the structure in the theory of reliability. (a) Structural working state in

Figure 1. The working state of the structure in the theory of reliability. (a) Structural working state in
traditional reliability theory; and (b) structural working state in fuzzy reliability theory.
traditional reliability theory; and (b) structural working state in fuzzy reliability theory.

To solve the problem that exists in traditional reliability theory, this paper adopted the
Z to express
thisthis
gradual
process,
which
membership
fuzzy
performance
function
To
solve the function
problemofthat
exists
in traditional
reliability
theory,
paper
adopted
theconsiders
membership

e to express
the fuzziness
existing in structural
failure.
A performance
function
that can
consider
the fuzziness
of
function
of fuzzy performance
function
Z
this gradual
process,
which
considers
the fuzziness
structural failure is shown in Equation (18):

Z  R  S .

(18)

There are several methods to develop membership function, e.g., the fuzzy statistical method,
the assignment method, using “objective measurement” for reference and dualistic contrast
compositor, etc. Due to the necessity of a large body of fuzzy statistics and expert evaluation for the
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existing in structural failure. A performance function that can consider the fuzziness of structural
failure is shown in Equation (18):
e
e=R
e − S.
Z

(18)

There are several methods to develop membership function, e.g., the fuzzy statistical method, the
assignment method, using “objective measurement” for reference and dualistic contrast compositor,
etc. Due to the necessity of a large body of fuzzy statistics and expert evaluation for the establishment
of a reasonable membership function, the assignment method was adopted for the sake of simplicity
and the half-ladder type distribution was assumed as the membership function. Based on this,
the membership function of fuzzy performance functions is shown in Equation (19):

e (z) =
A
e
Z




1

z ≤ r1

− z −r2
 r2 −r1

0

r1 < z < r2 .

(19)

z ≥ r2

When the membership function of fuzzy performance function was established, the value of the
upper and lower bounds r1 , r2 of the fuzzy transition area needed to be determined, i.e., “the tolerance”.
There are many ways to determine “the tolerance”, in which the amplification coefficient method
in Reference [27] is commonly used in engineering and is also adopted in this paper. Based on
conventional design experience, an amplifying coefficient λ (0.05—0.4 times of general allowable
values) was introduced to determine “the tolerance” of fuzzy intervals in this method. For SRHPC
frame structures, using coefficient λ to multiply the value of inter-story drift limit values corresponding
to different performance levels are shown in Table 3, and “the tolerance” of the fuzzy membership
function corresponding to the different performance level of SRHPC frame structures can be obtained.
4.2. The Calculation Method of Structural Reliability
When calculating the reliability of the structure through a direct analytical method, the joint
density function of the basic random variable must be obtained and multiple integrations must be
calculated, but it is often difficult to achieve a satisfactory result. However, as a method to calculate
structural reliability, the Monte Carlo method has certain advantages: the computed results will not be
influenced by the function form; any distribution can be considered; and the calculation process can be
conducted by a computer program with good stability. Therefore, this method was chosen to calculate
the reliability of structures by programming [28].
e was adopted to represent the gradual
The membership function of fuzzy performance functions Z
process from reliability to the failure of the structure. According to fuzzy random probabilistic theory,
the fuzzy failure probability of SRHPC frame structure is shown in Equation (20):
+∞
Z
 
e
e
Pf = P Ω =
f (z)µ(z)dz,

(20)

−∞

e is the fuzzy failure event of frame structure; f (z) is the probability density function used to
where Ω
show the randomness of a structural failure event; and µ(z) is the membership function used to show
the fuzzy of structural failure event.
To describe the fuzzy transition area of structural failure, the indicator function I [ g( Xi )] in the
e as
traditional Monte Carlo method was replaced by the membership function of fuzzy function Z,
shown in Equation (21):


z i ≤ r1

1
z i −r2
I [ g( Xi )] = − r −r r1 < zi < r2 ,
(21)
2
1


0
z ≥r
i

2
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where Xi = ( xi1 , xi2 . . . , xin ) is the ith sample vector of the random vector X = ( x1 , x2 . . . , xn ).
The moment estimation value of structural failure probability can be calculated through Equation (22):
P̂f =

nf
1 N
I [ g( Xi )] =
,
∑
N i =1
N

(22)

where N is the total sample number.
The sample variance of moment estimation is shown in Equation (23):
σ̂2 =


1 
P̂f 1 − P̂f .
N

(23)

4.3. Fuzzy Seismic Spectra
In order to obtain the load effect S in the performance function—which is presented in the form
of story drift—the seismic response spectra will be discussed.
The seismic response spectrum in Chinese seismic design specifications [21] contains three fuzzy
factors: seismic intensity; site classification; and classification of design earthquake. Classification of
design earthquake is a parameter used to reflect the epicenter distance. According to Chinese seismic
design specifications [21], most areas in China only take nearby earthquakes into consideration in
seismic design, and few areas need to consider distant earthquakes (approximately 5% of the county
towns). Therefore, this paper does not take into consideration the fuzziness of classification of the
design earthquake, but defines it according to the specifications. The method used to assess the
fuzziness of seismic intensity and site classification, and components of the seismic response spectrum,
is discussed below.
4.3.1. Fuzziness of Seismic Intensity
Owing to historical reasons, earthquake academics and engineers still use discrete settings of
seismic intensity, such as the 12 seismic intensity grades shown in Equation (24).
U = { I1 , I2 , ..., I12 } = {1, 2, ..., 12},

(24)

where Ii and the number represent the grade of seismic intensity.
Due to the variation of damage caused by earthquakes, seismic intensity, as a comprehensive
measure of earthquake intensity, should be continuous and not divided into different grades. Thus, if
degree 12 is still the highest intensity, the seismic intensity should be a continuous value on the real
axis, and its value range should be a closed interval (Equation (25)), not discrete points.
Z = { I | I ∈ [0, 12]} = [0, 12]

(25)

As discussed above, the fuzziness of seismic intensity is due to the use of a discrete set of seismic
intensity indicators to represent the variation in damage caused by earthquakes. Seismic intensity can
become a deterministic variable without fuzziness when it is regarded as an earthquake intensity index
that changes continuously. In this way, seismic intensity is actually a representation of ground motion
parameters. In the seismic response spectrum shown in the Chinese seismic design specifications [21],
seismic intensity represents the maximum of horizontal seismic coefficient αmax .
When the discrete seismic intensity is transformed into a continuous variable, the relationship
between αmax and seismic intensity is shown as Equation (26):
αmax = 0.04 × 2( I −6) .

(26)
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4.3.2. Fuzziness of Site Category
The construction site is divided into four classes (Class I, II, III, IV, respectively) in the Chinese
seismic design specifications [21] based on the mean shear wave velocity and the thickness of the
overburden. Furthermore, Class I is also divided into two sub-classes, I0 and I1 . The classification
approach mentioned above is convenient for engineers to use, but it is quite difficult to accurately
identify the class of a site based on the site definition, especially for sites with high fuzziness that are
near the boundary of two adjacent classes.
The fuzziness of site classification is determined by the complexity of the site, and cannot be
eliminated by mathematical methods. However, in this paper, fuzzy grade vector W was first obtained
on the basis of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, before a comprehensive evaluation value Tg [21] was
obtained; this is a non-fuzzy variable and is related to site classification.
Only when the mean shear wave velocity of a site is vs > 800, and the overburden thickness is 0
does the site belong to Class I0 , so there was no need to do a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of site
I0 [21].
4.3.3. Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation of Site Classification
According to item 4.1.6 in the Chinese seismic design specifications [21], mean shear wave
velocity and overburden thickness are taken as the main evaluation factors of site classification, and
the normal function shown in Equation (27) was assigned as the membership function of different
evaluation factors:

!2 
x − mj
,
(27)
µ( x ) = exp−
bj
where m j and b j are used to reflect that the membership function of two adjacent site classes has the


same value at its demarcation point and m j = 0.5 x j + x j+1 , b j = 0.6 x j+1 − x j , x j , and x j+1 are
threshold values of adjacent site classes.
The evaluation factor set of mean shear wave velocity U1 and overburden thickness U2
corresponded to the evaluation grade domains V and W of the site, respectively. Due to the difference
in the evaluation grade domain, this paper adopted the fuzzy operator M (•, +) and the two-step
evaluation method to carry on multi-factor comprehensive evaluation of site classification.
(1)

First-step Evaluation

As discussed above, U1 = {u1 } is a single factor set, where µ1 is the evaluation factor for the
equivalent shear wave velocity; V = {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 } is a fuzzy vector of site classification evaluation
grade domain where ν1 , ν2 , ν3 , ν4 are the membership of a site in Class I, II, III, or IV, respectively.
A = { a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 } is a corresponding single factor fuzzy relation vector, where ai is the membership
of the mean shear wave velocity to site classification.
During first-step evaluation, there is only one evaluation factor, i.e., equivalent shear wave
velocity, so the fuzzy relationship mentioned above is the membership degree of the equivalent shear
wave velocity to the site classification.
Thus, we can calculate the membership function of equivalent shear wave velocity from the
Chinese seismic design specifications [21] and Equation (27). The mathematical and graphic expression
of this function are shown in Equation (28) and Figure 2, respectively.

A1 ( v s ) =


1
e

0 < vs ≤ 110

110 2
−( vs −
48 )

A2 (vs ) = e−(

vs > 110

vs −200 2
60 )

, vs > 0

(28a)

(28b)
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A3 (vs ) = e−(
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A4 ( v s ) = e
Ⅰ

A(d)

1.0

vs −375 2
150 )

−650 2
)
−( vs180

, vs > 0

(28c)

, vs > 0
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where brs (r = 1, 2, . . . 4; s = 1, 2, . . . 4) is the membership of the overburden thickness of the rth site
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As per the site characteristic period value given in Table 5.1.4.2 of the Chinese seismic design
specifications [21], the calculation method for site characteristic period Tg is shown in Equation (34):
Tg =

4

4

i =1

i =1

∑ wi Tgi / ∑ wi .

(34)

Since Class I0 is not necessary when carrying out the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, the
corresponding characteristic site period value of Class I0 can be obtained directly from Table 5.1.4.2 of
the Chinese seismic design specification [21].
(4)

The fuzzy seismic response spectrum
The steps for determining the fuzzy seismic response spectrum are as follows:

(1)
(2)

Obtain the maximum value of horizontal earthquake influence coefficient αmax from Equation
(26).
Identify the depth of site overburden layer d based on the site drilling geological data, and
n

calculate the equivalent shear wave velocity vs according to formula vs = d0 / ∑ (di /vsi ).
i =1

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

Calculate single factor fuzzy relation vector A = ( a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ) in accordance with the
membership function of equivalent shear wave velocity in Equation (28). During first-step
evaluation, there is just one evaluation factor, which is equivalent shear wave velocity, so the
fuzzy relation mentioned above is also the membership degree of the mean shear wave velocity
to every site classification evaluation grade, that is V = A, vi = ai .
According to the membership functions Equations (30)–(33) of overburden thickness, calculate
the evaluation factors of the fuzzy relation matrix for B. The calculation formula of the fuzzy
vector of evaluation grade for site classification is W = VB = V (, +) B.
Calculate the comprehensive evaluation value of site characteristic period Tg according to
Equation (34).
After obtaining parameters αmax and Tg , which are given full consideration of fuzziness,
use the parameters of the earthquake response spectrum curve from the Chinese seismic design
specifications [21] before the fuzzy earthquake response spectrum can be obtained.

4.4. A Simplified Method for the Calculation of Reliability
The performance function of SRHPC frame structures in the process of reliability calculation
(Equation (17)) is a highly nonlinear implicit function of the design variable, so, if Equation (17) is
used directly to calculate the reliability, there will be a large amount of computation and not easy
to converge. Therefore, in this paper, the reliability calculation of the SRHPC frame structure was
simplified and the performance function at different performance levels was changed into an explicit
form. Finally, the form of the changed function is shown in Equation (35):

f u0 , u p = u0 − u p ,

(35)

where u p is the explicit form of the random variable of seismic effect.
After such a simplification, only the standard values and probability characteristics of random
variables u0 and u p could be obtained for calculating the reliability degree of SRHPC structure; the main
steps are as follows:
(1)

Obtain the probability statistic characteristics of the structural resistance term and the seismic
effect term, which mainly includes the distribution pattern, the mean value, and the variable
coefficient. This paper assumes the resistance term and seismic effect term expressed in the
inter-story drift form and their distribution type is lognormal distribution [29,30].
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Calculate the standard values of the SRHPC frame structural seismic effect according to the fuzzy
seismic response spectrum, then obtain the average values of the earthquake effect according to
Step (1). The standard values of the SRHPC frame structural resistance term are the quantitative
values of the performance index, which were obtained in Section 2.3.1 and shown in Table 3.
Next, the mean value of the resistance item can be obtained by Step (1).
After obtaining the types of probability distribution, average and the variation coefficient of the
resistance and seismic effect items, an explicit performance function was established, as shown in
Equation (35). The fuzzy reliability degree of the frame structure under different performance
levels can be calculated according to the improved Monte Carlo simulation method mentioned in
Section 4.

5. Optimization Example
5.1. Example
In this paper, the example of optimization is a two-span and three-story SRHPC frame structure
whose elevation arrangement is shown in Figure 4. In this example, seismic intensity, site classification,
and the classification of design earthquake are constant, while the height of beams and columns and
the area of steel in a component are used as decision variables. Predetermined design parameters
remain the same based on the experiment design, and we can view the initial value of the experiment
as the initial value of the design variable.
Predetermined design parameters: strength grade of concrete = C80 design value of compressive
strength f c = 56.40 Mpa, design value of tensile strength f t = 3.69 Mpa; section steel with Q235, design
value of tensile strength f a = 210 Mpa; longitudinal reinforcement with HRB335 steel, yield strength
f y = 310 Mpa; stirrup with HPB235, yield strength f yv = 210 Mpa.
Material unit prices:
Concrete: 1.0 × 10−3 RMB/(mm2 ·m);
Section steel: 2.886 × 102 RMB/(mm2 ·m);
Longitudinal reinforcement: 2.340 × 10−2 RMB/(mm2 ·m);
Stirrup: 2.106 × 10−2 RMB/(mm2 ·m).
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Figure 4. Elevation of SRHPC frame and cross‐sectional drawing of beams and columns (unit of

Figure 4. Elevation of SRHPC frame and cross-sectional drawing of beams and columns (unit of length:
length: mm; unit of elevation: m).
mm; unit of elevation: m).
5.2. Optimization Program
MATLAB language was used for the optimization analysis of an SRHPC frame structure,
as shown in Figure 5. The optimal iteration process based on fuzzy reliability included two layers,
the outside layer and the inner layer. The outer layer was used to optimize the design variables, and
the inner layer conducts the fuzzy reliability analysis of the structure. The optimization process is
shown in Figure 5 and the main programs are presented in a paper by Wei [31].
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Cost
Initial Cost/RMB
Cost
Initial Cost/RMB
Before optimization
13,377
Before
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13,377
After
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9261
After optimization
9261

Failure Loss Expectation/RMB Life‐Cycle Cost/RMB
Failure Loss Expectation/RMB
Life-Cycle Cost/RMB
4227
17,604
4227
17,604
3535
12,796
3535
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6. Conclusions and Future Research
In this paper, a performance‐based life‐cycle cost optimization method of SRHPC frame
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between economy and reliability.
(2) After considering the complexity of the design optimization of SRHPC frame structures,
a two-stage optimization calculation method was proposed. This method can effectively reduce
the number of design variables and constraints in the optimization process as well as simplify
the optimization process.
(3) The fuzzy reliability theory was proposed to consider the fuzziness existing in the failure of the
SRHPC frame. Fuzzy mathematics was adopted to develop the fuzzy seismic response spectra to
consider the fuzziness existing in seismic intensity and site classification.
(4) The proposed optimization was programmed by MATLAB, and an example was used to verify
the optimization method where the life-cycle cost of the structure dropped by 27.31% after
optimization. The results show the effectiveness and feasibility of the optimization method.
However, due to various limiting factors, relevant follow-up studies are necessary, and can be
summarized as follows:
(1)

(2)

In this study, the SRHPC frame columns’ test data were considered the main object of analysis to
quantify the performance index of the SRHPC frame structures; the impact of other components
on the SRHPC frame structures was not considered.
The actual initial cost of a structure includes not only the cost of materials, but also the machinery
costs, labor costs, and so on. This study only considered the loss of the initial material costs of
a structure. The impact of the loss of the non-structural and maintenance costs of the structure
were not considered.
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W (X)
C0 ( X )
Cfi
Pef i ( X )
e
hPf i ( X
i )C f i

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

p, q
α1 , α2
bij,c , hij,c
hij,b
a , Aa
Aij,c
ij,b

=
=
=
=
=

w , Aw
Aij,b
ij,c

= the web’s area of section steel in SRHPC frame beam and column;

Pf i

sv ,
ρij,b

sv
ρij,c

design variable vector;
refer to the ith layer of the SRHPC frame structure;
refer to the jth row column or beam of the given floor;
life-cycle total cost;
initial cost of structure;
loss value of structure corresponding to each performance level;
fuzzy failure probability of structure corresponding to each performance level;
loss expectation of structure corresponding to each performance level;

= reliability target value corresponding to each performance level;
the number of constraints in equality and inequality;
weighted coefficient, used to reflect the importance of different structures;
the width and height of the SRHPC frame column;
the height of the SRHPC frame beam;
the area of section steel in SRHPC frame column and beam;

c , Eb I b
Ec Iij,c
ij,b

= stirrup’s reinforcement ratio of beam and column;
the loss value of structure corresponding to “no damage”, “moderate damage”,
=
and “severe damage” performance levels;
the fuzzy failure probability corresponding to “no damage”, “moderate damage”,
=
and “severe damage” performance levels;
= the shear span ratio of column and beam;
= the strength grade of concrete;
= the calculated height of frame column;
= the yield strength of the stirrup and section steel;
the design value of axial pressure of frame column considering seismic
=
action combination;
= the seismic adjustment coefficient of bearing capacity;
= shearing force design value of column and beam;
= diameter and spacing of stirrups in column and beam;
story drift of structures corresponding to “no damage”, “moderate damage”,
=
and “severe damage” performance levels;
threshold for story drift corresponding to “no damage”, “moderate damage”,
=
and “severe damage” performance levels;
= the flexural stiffness of the column and beam;

a , Ea I a
E a Iij,c
ij,b

= the shear stiffness of the section steel of column and beam;

C f s, C f m, C f l
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h0ij,c , h0ij,b
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γRE
Vij,c , Vij,b
sv , dsv , ssv , ssv
dij,c
ij,b ij,c ij,b
∆si, ∆mi, ∆li

[∆s], [∆m], [∆l ]

af
af
af
af
bij,c , tij,c , bij,b , tij,b
w , tw , hw , tw
hij,c
ij,c ij,b ij,b
v
ρij,c

µ0
µ( X, P)

= the section steel flange’s width and thickness of column and beam;
= the section steel web’s height and thickness of column and beam;
= the volume radio of reinforcement;
the random variable used to express the structural resistance term, which represents
=
inter-story drift, whose standard value can be seen in Table 3;
= the load effect term, which represents in-story drift.
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